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PROBLEM DEFINITION
How might we provide new financial services to consumers without the barrier of requiring
membership? How can we get out of the consumer’s way? …our own way?

INNOVATIVE SOLUTION
SHIFT is the first partnership of its kind bringing together the nation’s top credit unions
under one umbrella offering friction-free membership, access to additional products and
services with the portability to move your account anywhere in North America.
Shift would allow credit union members to join any credit union who belongs to Shift. Credit
unions in the Shift program could easily find/attract/onboard new members plus these credit
unions could refer members to other credit unions in the Shift program when a specific
product or service may not be available at their credit union (e.g. mortgages or auto leasing).
The Shift program will allow credit unions to work with each other to better the industry and
improve consumers’ vision of what credit union membership is.
There are many great features for both the credit union and member/prospective member
when using Shift. They are as follows:
§ A national database of consumers who are or have been credit union members.
§ Members would enjoy account portability and be able to move their business to a
credit union in Shift.
§ There will be search features (mobile/desktop) for members to find credit unions and
available products and services within the Shift network.
§ Shift would employ state of the art safety/security/soundness to both members and
credit unions.
§ Pre-qualifications?
§ A special Shift designation will be given to those participating Shift institutions for
their use to allow consumers to readily see that a credit union is part of the Shift
program.
There are many great benefits for both the credit union and member/prospective member
when using Shift. They are as follows:
§ Shift removes the friction from joining a credit union in the Shift program.
§ Credit unions would be able to refer their members to other credit unions when a
service their member is looking for isn’t available at their credit union.
§ Shift provides consumers easier access to a wider range of products and services
that may not be available at their credit union.
§ For credit unions, Shift can help reduce the cost of new member acquisition by
providing a database of potential members.
§ Shift will help increase credit union brand loyalty by allowing credit unions to offer the
freedom or portability to their members if a product their member needs is not
available at their credit union.
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§
§

Shift makes it easier for consumers to shop for the right products and services for
them while keeping them in the credit union industry.
Shift credit unions become more cemented in the role as ‘trusted advisor’ to their
membership.

PROTOTYPE
As we evaluated the Shift concept we considered it important to think of our prototype in a
few ways. First, articulation and documentation of the idea itself. To best illustrate the
concept we had to map out the plan. We did this by detailing the features and benefits of the
program as well as outlining the strategy for how the different parts and pieces would work
together. The end result was a detailed write-up on the features and benefits of the program
as well as a FAQ document that addresses common questions helping to explain how the
program works. Second, we wanted to create a visual display of what Shift could look like in
practice. To do this we built a mock-up of a Shift website, the primary place for members
looking to take advantage of credit unions participating in the network. The goal of building
this was to get a tangible idea of what the experience. One other component of the
prototype is a set of journey maps illustrating the use cases for various reasons people
would benefit from Shift. These are a simple yet effective set of illustrations that depict a
typical interaction with Shift.

TESTING AND RESULTS
For this initial phase we tested reactions to our concepts using two online surveys. The first
was distributed to a random sampling of US consumers through Google. The second was
distributed only to credit unions through the i3 community and among other Filene members.
A consumer survey was presented to 1,219 individuals, and 128 of them responded.
The purpose of this survey was to better understand consumer experiences and needs
related to relocating, and to seeking financial services beyond their current primary financial
institution.
Current State: any use of
Checking or Savings Accts

At a Bank
34%

Credit
Union
20%

Both

Neither

19%

27%

The number of non-traditional banking consumers is significantly higher than the typical
population, perhaps as a result of being solicited through Google to folks more open to
technology alternatives. Older consumers in the responses were more likely to use a credit
union, while younger ones were more likely to not have any type of traditional bank
relationship.
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When asked how important it is that any new institution they might choose in the future be a
credit union, about 29% of all respondents said “important” or “very important.” That CU
loyalty was lower among the youngest respondents.
Over 24% of consumers have considered switching a banking relationship in the past, but
decided against it because of the effort involved.
More than half of consumers are likely to switch banks or credit unions upon relocation
to a provider close to their new home. Nearly 30% state they are “very likely” to do so.
These results are even stronger among younger consumers (18-34).
We described three different features of our concept:
How Useful/Beneficial?
Current FI helps me find a new one in another market
Current FI finds me an alternative for a service they don’t
offer
Exchange of data between FIs to ease transition

Somewhat
24%

Very
13%

25%

16%

22%

20%

Younger consumers, especially those 25-34, are generally more receptive to these concepts
than older individuals. Over 60% of the youngest cohort would find the exchange of data to
be useful.
In summary, a significant number of consumers have expressed a desire to switch
FI’s in the past, and the intent to do so in the future, when relocation occurs. Roughly
40% of consumers are interested in tools that would simplify that process; even
higher among Millennials. And Millennials show the weakest signs of CU loyalty
today.
In the next phase of i3 work, a prototype will be developed and user reactions to that tool
should be tested through additional surveys or focus group work
11 Credit Unions responded to our industry survey invitation
The small initial response from credit unions was not as receptive, perhaps as a result of not
seeing an actual prototype, or not being exposed to the generally positive consumer
reactions above. If the concept is to be successful, the industry will need to be more
effectively shown the benefits.
Current State:
The average percent of members closing their membership each year among respondents
is 5%
Responses ranged from 1% to 10%
With those closures, credit unions estimate the average percent related to relocation is 33%
Responses ranged from 14% to 80%
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We described three different features of our concept:
How Appealing? (scale 0-10)
Electronically transfer member’s business to a CU in
another market, upon relocation
Find member an alternative CU to provide a service you
can’t offer them
Receive business transferred from another CU when they
can’t meet a member’s particular need that you can

Promoters
(9-10)

Net
Promoters

0%

-67%

8%

-75%

9%

-55%

If credit unions participating in the survey were going to deploy any of the concepts above,
100% of them would prefer a model that exchanges referral fees for each origination, rather
than a monthly membership fee. Comments from the surveys can be found in the appendix.

BUSINESS MODEL AND 3-YEAR FINANCIAL PROFORMA
The products and services acquired by credit unions through the Shift program hold tangible
financial value and represent meaningful sales opportunities for these organizations.
Member and new product acquisition costs are high across the industry, and we believe
Shift would offer credit unions a lower barrier of entry to these relationships and products.
Shift would generate revenue using a “pay for play” model, charging the acquiring CU a
transaction fee based on a percentage of the balances acquired and/or a flat fee on each
membership acquired. This fee would only cost a fraction of the value that the acquiring CU
would gain from this referral, but still allow Shift to share a portion of the revenue with the
CU who made the referral. By doing so, this business model not only provides a meaningful
revenue stream for the company itself but also encourages continued referrals from partner
CU’s.
Below is our preliminary forecast for the business, based on the following assumptions:
• Transaction Fees = 1% of acquired loan balances, 0.5% of acquired deposit
balances, and a flat $100 fee per membership account.
• Transaction Volume (year 1) = $10 million in loans, $10 million in deposits, and
1,000 members. Volume doubles each of the first three years.
• Referral share (paid to the referring CU) = 25% of revenue stream
• Start-up costs = $200,000 for systems development, $250,000 of compensation
expense, and $50,000 for F&E
• Start-up capital = $2,000,000
The resulting pro-forma earnings statement and balance sheet are as follows:
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Pro-forma
Earnings Statement
Revenue
Expenses:
Compensation Expense
Operations Expense
Occupancy
Marketing
Professional
Other
Total Expenses
Net Income

Year 1
187,500

Year 2
375,000

250,000
126,667
40,000
100,000
10,000
50,000
576,667
(389,167)

275,000
152,000
40,800
100,000
10,500
55,000
633,300
(258,300)

Year 3
% annl incr.
750,000
100%
302,500
182,400
41,616
100,000
11,025
60,500
698,041
51,959

10%
20%
2%
0%
5%
10%

Within 3 years we project the company to break-even, assuming year 3 volume reaches $40
million in loans, $40 million in deposits, and 4,000 member accounts.

Balance Sheet
Assets:
Cash & Short-term Inv.
Fixed Assets
Accounts Receivable
Total Assets
Liabilities:
Accounts Payable
Total Liabilities
Equity:
Paid-in Capital
Retained Earnings
Total Equity
Total Liabilities & Equity

1,469,931
173,333
15,625
1,658,889

1,277,392
96,667
31,250
1,405,308

1,380,162
20,000
62,500
1,462,662

48,056
48,056

52,775
52,775

58,170
58,170

2,000,000
(389,167)
1,610,833
1,658,889

2,000,000 2,000,000
(647,467)
(595,508)
1,352,533
1,404,492
1,405,308
1,462,662

COMMENTS, NEXT STEPS, AND CALL TO ACTION
This is the chance that credit unions can band together and show consumers that we really
are here for their best interests. We are here to help them find the right product and right
offering that fits their needs. No more “sticky product” or huge hassles to overcome. Let’s
be open and transparent and build trust. If we show the consumers that we really are here
for them- they will respond in kind.
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Appendix
Comments related to the benefits of these concepts:
• I think it would be really exciting to be able to expand our foot print without the cost of
adding branches, products, etc. Would prove valuable to be able to provide a service
and demonstrate the CU principles.
• Great concept; worry about logistics
• Helping the member meet their needs CU would gain potential new members
• I might get loans or deposit accounts I wouldn't otherwise get
• Peace of mind knowing my member isn't going to be gauged by a big bank and I'm
doing m y part to help grow overall relevance of CUs in the financial industry
• Retention
• Struggle with referral to another CU with technology being an option
• Very beneficial for transferring an entire membership
• Helping m embers stay with credit unions instead of banks
Comments related to any unaddressed concerns about the concepts:
• A challenge we already have is penetrating the m ember base we currently have with
the breadth of our offerings. This concept could add to that challenge. We are ho ping to
be seen as members PFI, in particular in our 13-county market. Would this concept
make that harder to achieve? *We currently have a indirect auto lending portfolio that is
outside of our market. At times servicing becomes problematic. Also, based o n the type
of products received as referrals, would it substantiate a profitable membership if they
do no t add additional pro ducts?
• As much as CUs say we're in it together, I feel like that is mostly lip service. Actions
speak louder than words and I'm no t sure how willing CUs are to put their money where
their mouths are.
• Credit unions still compete. Would be hesitant to send our members to another CU
across town, afraid they would move all o f their accounts there.
• Membership eligibility Confusion
• Why do they need to switch CUs because they are moving?
• Sharing member data
• State chartered VS Federal chartered CU's. Compliance for FOMs
• We value the entire financial relationship, so referrals for single service accounts/loans
are less appealing.
• Why this over a CUs existing technology platform s?
• We utilize digital solutions so that our members don't need to reopen accounts
elsewhere;
• Losing business is a concern
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ABOUT FILENE
Filene Research Institute is an independent, consumer finance think and do tank. We are
dedicated to scientific and thoughtful analysis about issues affecting the future of credit
unions, retail banking, and cooperative finance.
Deeply embedded in the credit union tradition is an ongoing search for better ways to
understand and serve credit union members. Open inquiry, the free flow of ideas, and debate
are essential parts of the true democratic process. Since 1989, through Filene, leading
scholars and thinkers have analyzed managerial problems, public policy questions, and
consumer needs for the benefit of the credit union system. We support research, innovation,
and impact that enhance the well-being of consumers and assist credit unions and other
financial cooperatives in adapting to rapidly changing economic, legal, and social
environments.
We’re governed by an administrative board made up of credit union CEOs, the CEOs of
CUNA & Affiliates and CUNA Mutual Group, and the chairman of the American Association of
Credit Union Leagues (AACUL). Our research priorities are determined by a national
Research Council comprised of credit union CEOs and the president/CEO of the Credit Union
Executives Society.
We live by the famous words of our namesake, credit union and retail pioneer Edward A.
Filene: “Progress is the constant replacing of the best there is with something still better.”
Together, Filene and our thousands of supporters seek progress for credit unions by
challenging the status quo, thinking differently, looking outside, asking and answering tough
questions, and collaborating with like-minded organizations.
Filene is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization. Nearly 1,000 members make our research,
innovation, and impact programs possible. Learn more at filene.org.

“Progress is the constant replacing of the best there is with something still better.”
—Edward A. Filene
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